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Abstract

Network Particle tracking (NPT), building on the network environ analysis (NEA) foundation, represents a new development in the soft realist epistemological trajectory defined by numerous studies that have defined existential subsystems and coherence relations among the systems. Three ecosystem models are evaluated using conventional NEA approaches and with NPT. Compartments in a model with high indirect effects and Finn’s cycling index showed a lack of correlation among compartments between NEA storage/throughflow versus particle repeat visits numbers/particles in compartments at steady state, while with two models having lower indirect effect/Finn’s cycling, the correlation between NEA and NPT outputs was high. In an analysis of ecological orientors associated with NEA, it became apparent that NPT fully supports the conventional NEA analysis when the common assumptions of donor control and steady state flows are satisfied. Being able to track particle history enables views of multiple scales and the possibility of making pathway-dependent modeling decisions. NPT enables researchers and students alike to have a more realistic view of compartment dynamics in ecological and, by extension, other similar compartmental models found in bioprocessing and environmental domains.
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Background

Definitions of an ecosystem that form distinct subsections of the biosphere are a common feature of many ecosystem models (Barkmann et al. 1998). These authors acknowledge delineated ecosystems have a subjective quality but never-the-less exist as units, which in principle may be described empirically as open systems. These systems exhibit developmental trends abstracted from observational data (e.g., Fath et. al 2004). Following classical enlightenment era approaches, Newtonian determinism prevailed in ecological modeling efforts beginning with linear trophic models, thoroughly western and Newtonian in orientation (e.g., Matis et. al 1979).

Patten and colleagues developed network environ analysis (NEA) (Patten 1978, Barber et al. 1979, Fath and Patten 1999, Fath and Borrett 2006, Schramski 2006), a form of Ecological Network Analysis (ENA), to model the networks of complex ecological systems. Affording particular mathematical and ecological interpretive advantages, NEA uniquely represents objects as simultaneously participating in the dual environments of both their incoming and outgoing networks. ENA and NEA in
particular reflect the organic holism of ecological systems and are built upon a deterministic premise. Recently, various thermodynamic goal functions have been proposed with NEA and other modeling approaches to describe developmental trends of ecosystems (Jørgensen and Nielsen 1998, Fath et. al 2001, Jørgensen and Fath 2004).

Motivated by considerations from information theory and statistical thermodynamics, Tollner and Kazanci (2007) presented a network modeling algorithm known as “Network Particle Tracking (NPT)” which is an extension of NEA. NPT models ecological systems by maintaining the system perspective yet providing a method for visualizing real time change within compartments. NPT is based on a discretization of mass or energy flows and storages in ecological networks into a series of ‘particles’ or ‘quanta’ of an identified mass or energy constituent (we will use ‘particle’ from this point forward). Using a compartment network model as depicted in Figure 1, each particle is followed from input through the system to output. An improved version of Gillespie’s algorithm (1977) for solving stochastic differential equations greatly extended the tracking capability of the Tollner and Kazanci (2007) approach enabling feasible solutions to ecological-scale problems. Knowing particle routing probabilities provides interpretive insight as to how particular ‘particles’ of energy or mass may move through a system before exiting. Kazanci and Tollner (2008) mark and follow each discrete element, with the unique capability of attaching various identifying attributes to each particle as it routes through compartments maintaining a historical record of compartment contacts. NPT is essentially an individual based (or agent based) method which deduces its rules on how an individual particle will move directly from the differential equation representation of the network model. This eliminates the need for extra parameters or decisions required to build an individual based model. Therefore causality is preserved. NPT is a stochastic method that is compatible with the so called “master equation” (Gillespie 1977, 1992, 2000). In other words, the mean of many NPT simulations agrees with the differential equation solution. This property enables accurate comparison of NPT results with conventional simulation and analysis.

Each particle’s identity and routing history, similar to international travelers’ passport data (see Figure 1), can be further augmented with additional information documenting all desired aspects or properties of travel through the network. The travel history could also be used to gather additional routing information or as insight for other decisions. For example, chemical energy changes may be logged to calculate exergy content variations, or steady-state models can be inspected to determine a distribution of system and compartment residence times. NPT weaves a stochastic nominalism into the organic holism and Newtonian determinism of ecological network modeling. Patten (1998) articulated a series of orientor statements to describe the basic
principles which define the tendencies of directional development, self organization and auto evolution. NPT provides an approach for mimicking and modeling some of the principles.

The objective of this presentation is to elucidate what NPT is in an ecological context and to present some anecdotal experience with how NPT can help researchers and students to better visualize what happens when materials flow through ecological compartment models in specific and other compartmental reactor models common in bioprocessing in general.

**Network Particle Tracking Analysis and Network Environ Analysis**

We study three different ecosystem models using NEA and NPT. First, we use NPT to study how particles are “distributed in the system” or “shared by compartments within the network”. To quantify this property, we focus on particles that are stored within a compartment at a given time. As illustrated in Figure 1, NPT provides the pathway history of each particle; therefore we know how many other compartments a particle has been to previously. Note that this value can be very high, depending on how much cycling occurs in the network. For each compartment in the network, we create a histogram of these values based on all particles residing in that compartment (See Figures 3a, b and c). For example, the value \((x,y)=(12, 71)\) on the histogram for Detritus compartment represents the fact that there are 71 particles residing in Detritus compartment that has previously stopped by other compartments 12 times. This number 12 includes repeated compartments, including Detritus. One concern here is that NPT is a dynamic simulation; therefore this histogram will evolve in time. However, given enough simulation time, it converges to a steady state distribution, which is what we focus on in this paper.

Using EcoNet (Kazanci 2007) and the subsequent statistical histograms of a particle’s compartment visits we focused on the Finn Cycling Index (FCI) (Finn 1976), dominance of indirect effects (Higashi and Patten 1989), and storage and throughflow analysis in our NEA versus NPT comparisons. The EcoNet-produced digraphs of three models (2 mass-based and 1 energy) selected to provide variations in NEA outputs are shown in Figures 2a, b, and c. Tables 1a, b, and c provide selected NEA and NPT results. FCIs range from 0.12 to 0.97 and the Indirect to Direct Effects ratios range from 0.61 to 211. The low cycling in the marine model (Table 1c) hampered the accumulation of particle statistics. Histograms of contact visits versus frequency generated by NPT for one compartment of the Tropical Forest system of Webster et al (1970) are given in Figure 3. Of the several statistical distributions investigated with each model-compartment combination, the cumulative exponential distribution consistently best described the number of compartments visited by a typical particle, particularly over the lower number of visits. The log-normal distribution was the best fit at high compartment visit frequencies in several cases. These observations held consistently
for the near steady-state condition over the models and compartments investigated in this study.

Table 1 shows the NEA compartment storage and throughflow data for each of the three models. The mean particle number for a given compartment was the average numbers of compartments visited by the particles in the respective compartments since startup. The NEA storage was computed by a column sum of the NEA storage matrix, reflecting that the source could have been any other connected compartment.

NEA storage (Figures 4a and 5a) and throughflow (Figures 4b and 5b) for all three models were plotted versus the average number of contacts (Fig 4a, 5a) and the steady-state storage value vs. average contacts by particles in that compartment (Fig. 4b, 5b) and the NEA mean storage or throughflow based on the storage or throughflow matrix. The Webster model (with the highest FCI = 0.97 and Indirect to Direct Effects ratio = 211 of the three models evaluated) show considerable variation in particle contents and compartment residence data versus both NEA storage (Figures 4a and 5a) and throughflow (Figures 4b and 5b) values whereas other models were more homogenous across compartments. As FCI and the Indirect to Direct effect ratios increase the correlation between NEA statistics and NPT outputs may diverge. Network homogenization would logically increase with high FCI values. NPT for these systems enables a more in-depth analyses of model compartments particularly when the tracking attributes of compartments are substantially different (e.g., reserves versus consumers).

In general, there are many kinds of mathematical analyses originally developed and used for engineering purposes that are now available for application to the growing set of complex systems problems represented by human interactions with environment. Potential benefits from such knowledge may extend to risk assessment applications or to knowing where collections of specific compounds may most likely concentrate to cause new network connections or emergence of new states. For example, NPT may enable following a contaminant particle through a system wherein it could be tagged with accumulative indices based on compartmental visits and residence times. A critical value of these indices could trigger an adverse or beneficial symptom leading to a system change. The original goal of using NPT for further developing thermodynamic concepts of ecoexergy (Jorgensen and Svirezhev, 2004) and analogues to conventional measures of temperature, pressure and energy measures continues to be pursued.

**Educational Implications of NPT**

Many engineering problems in biochemical processing, environmental management and biology involve compartmental models, be they stirred tank reactors used to model environmental problem solutions or ecological niche models (also believed to be useful for environmental problem solutions). The conventional approach to understanding compartment models takes a homogeneous view of compartments. In other words, everything in a compartment has identical attributes as defined by property averages.
The NPT approach first enlightened a group of faculty in engineering and ecology to the multiple scales at work in ecological compartment models. Other faculties across campus became stimulated by the multiple scale transport issue and have begun to cooperate with some in our research group to model genetics problems and model stochastic transport in biochemical networks. A growing group of graduate students are using NPT to understand mineral transport dynamics in streams (Small et al 2008).

A group of 8 honors students majoring in mathematics were instrumental in extending the NPT concept each suggested that their ‘minds eye’ vision of what happens in a constituent flowing network is enhanced by working with NEA enhanced by NPT. They were somewhat amazed that a compartment in apparent equilibrium on one level was never the same on a smaller scale. The concept of contaminant propagation through a compartmental system became stimulating to the group. The concept of individual passports or individual histories shows how individual particles can accumulate particular histories that may accelerate potency of that particle to infect or poison other particles.

From the growing interest among faculty and students, we are convinced that the NPT approach offers interesting and exciting possibilities for research in areas centered on transport of energy and constituents through compartments. The value of NPT from a pedagogical viewpoint is becoming apparent. Seeing the ‘light come on’ in the eyes of students of multiple disciplines is stimulating.

**Summary and salient implications**

NEA is a continuous, steady-state, input-output analyses based on conserved currency (e.g., energy, mass) movement through compartments (described by states), each with input-output environs that are connected. NPT discretizes the transported currency in the NEA model into “particles” or quanta that may acquire various designated history as the particle moves through the system prior to dissipation or exit. NPT offers avenues and suggests strategies for modeling dynamic and structural changes. NPT does not confer any Agency or life force in itself and does not suggest at this time any inherent structural change relations.

- NPT outputs related to contact history of particles in compartments seems to parallel NEA storage and throughput analysis for compartments at low indirect effects and cycling index. At higher indirect effects and cycling, the correlation breaks perhaps due to increased diversity in compartmental types and turnover times in more complex systems.

- Particle movement is a type of internal time, enabling future thermodynamic analyses. NPT creates an inherent system memory and thus history development. Work to date has assumed uniform effect of all compartments and uniform external input effects. There is no reason to assume that all
compartments should be equally weighted in terms of particle interactions. Weighting factors related to exergy or emergy may be useful. As a means of communication with the environment, particles also may bring history into the system from the environment. Perhaps this could form the basis for a strategy to increase the coupling of the modeled system with the environment. Communication could occur in other ways with the environment.

- NEA analysis and current implementations of NPT do not allow for structural changes; however, NPT offers avenues for modeling structural change based on a `demand function' defined using the attributes of particles passing through the system.

- NPT enables researchers and students alike to have a more realistic view of compartment dynamics in ecological and, by extension, other similar compartmental models found in bioprocessing and environmental domains.
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Figure 1. Hypothetical model depicting labeled discretized particles and their transport via NPT.
Figure 2a. EcoNet graphical output of mineral flows in a generic temperate forest ecosystem (Webster et al, 1975).
Figure 2b. EcoNet graphical output of energy flows in a nitrogen model, USA (McLeod and Running, 1988).
Figure 2c. EcoNet graphical output of energy flows in Coprophagic web, Chesapeake Oyster community, Virginia, USA (Haven D.S. and Morales-Alamo, 1966)
Figure 3a. Histograms of particle visits at steady state by compartments in the Webster et al (1975) tropical forest model.
Figure 3b. Histograms of particle visits at steady state by compartments in the McLeod and Running (1988) forest model.
Figure 3c. Histograms of particle visits at steady state by compartments in the Haven, D.S. and R. Morales-Alamo (1966) Marine model.
Figure 4a. NEA Storage per unit time versus average number of contacts of particles residing in that compartment (at steady state, average over time) for the indicated model.
Figure 4b. NEA Throughflow versus average number of contacts of particles residing in that compartment (at steady state, average over time) for the indicated model.
Figure 5a. NEA Storage versus average number of particles in the given compartment at steady state for the indicated model.
Figure 5b. NEA throughflow versus average number of particles in the given compartment at steady state for the indicated model.
Table 1a. NEA compartment storage (kg/Ha), throughflow (kg/Ha-yr), and NPT mean, and mean particle numbers for Webster et al. (1975) Tropical Forest model of mineral nitrogen flow. Finn Cycling Index = 0.97. Indirect to Direct Effects ratio = 211.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compartent</th>
<th>NPT Mean compartmental visits and (content number)</th>
<th>NEA storage</th>
<th>NEA throughflow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Food base</td>
<td>220 (21)</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers</td>
<td>199 (45)</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>31.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decomposers</td>
<td>205 (30)</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detritus</td>
<td>200 (10)</td>
<td>6.31</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available Nutrients</td>
<td>224 (20)</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserves</td>
<td>203 (40)</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>7.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1b. NEA compartment storage (kg N/Ha), throughflow (kg N/Ha-yr), and NPT mean, and mean particle content numbers for the McLeod and Running (1988) forest model. Finn Cycling Index = 0.79. Indirect to Direct Effects ratio = 25.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compartment</th>
<th>Particle Tracking Mean compartmental visits and (content number)</th>
<th>NEA storage</th>
<th>NEA through-flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Needles</td>
<td>27.8 (4)</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td>25.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branches</td>
<td>24.01 (3)</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>32.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bole</td>
<td>20.87 (2)</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>31.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roots</td>
<td>20.1 (3)</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhizosphere</td>
<td>24.38 (2)</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litter</td>
<td>22.44 (3)</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1c. NEA compartment storage (kcal/M²), throughflow (kcal/M²-yr), and NPT mean, and particle content numbers for the Haven and Morales-Alamo (1966) model of energy flow. Finn Cycling Index = 0.12. Indirect to Direct Effects ratio = 0.61.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compartment</th>
<th>Particle Tracking Mean compartmental visits and (content number)</th>
<th>NEA storage</th>
<th>NEA throughflow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shrimp</td>
<td>18 (2)</td>
<td>0.0081</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benthics</td>
<td>40 (2)</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrimp, Feces, Bacteria complex</td>
<td>40 (3)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benthic, Feces, Bacteria complex</td>
<td>10 (3)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>